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ABSTRACT 
Vector spaces of pairs of rational vector valued functions, which are (1) invariant 
under the generalized backward shift and (2) endowed with a sesquilinear form which 
is subject to a structural identity, are studied. It is shown that any matrix can be 
viewed as the “Gram” matrix of a suitably defined basis for such a space. This 
identification is used to show that a rule due to Iohvidov for evaluating the rank of 
certain subblocks of a Toeplitz (or Hankel) matrix is applicable to a wider class of 
matrices with (appropriately defined) displacement rank equal to two. Enroute, a 
theory of reproducing kernel spaces is developed for nondegenerate spaces of the 
type mentioned above. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall first extend the theory of i3 spaces which was 
developed in [3] to certain spaces 4 = AL X AR of pairs of finite dimen- 
sional vector spaces of m X 1 rational functions endowed with a special 
sesquilinear form [ , Id and shall then give some applications to matrix 
problems. The connection rests upon the fact that every k X n matrix 
B = [b,] can be viewed as the “Gram” matrix of a pair of suitably chosen 
bases {fi,...,f,] and {g,,..., gk) of -kL and -lu,, respectively: 
*H. Dym would like to thank Renee and Jay Weiss for endowing the chair which supports 
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In particular we shall use this connection to generalize two theorems of 
Iohvidov which specify the rank of certain subblocks of Toeplitz and Hankel 
matrices to matrices with (appropriately defined) displacement rank equal to 
two. The main tool is a theorem on Schur complements which can undoubt- 
edly be proved more directly. Nevertheless we think the present proof, 
which is based on the geometry of associated spaces of the type alluded to 
above, is of interest in its own right and serves to give some insight into why 
the result is valid. 
We shall say that a k x n matrix P = [pij] is an (w,T, V, U, 1) [respec- 
tively, Co, R, V, U, ~11 c hain matrix if it is a solution of the first [second] of the 
following two matrix equations: 
P-(z,*)*Pz,* = u*jv (1.1) 
or 
PZ,, - (Z,*)“P = & u*1v, (1.2) 
where J is an m x m signature matrix (i.e., a constant matrix which is both 
self-adjoint and unitary with respect to the standard inner product); V = 
[Oi *.. on] is a constant mxn matrix with columns ul,...,un, U= 
[Ui **. uk] is a constant m x k matrix with columns ul,. ..,uk; w E C; 
I 0 1 0 ..* 0 0 0 1 **- 0 z= : : : 
0 (j (j . . . ; 
0 0 0 **. 0 
is the backward shift matrix (of requisite size); and 
z,=wz+z. 
In this paper we shall deal only with square matrices P; for a discussion 
of these equations in the nonsquare case, see [9]. 
We shall say that a matrix P is an (w, 3, V, U, J) chain matrix if it satisfies 
either (1.1) or (1.2); it is not necessary to specify which one. These two 
matrix equations can also be expressed in terms of the entries pSt, s, t = 
1 ,...,n, in P: P is a solution of (1.1) if and only if 
(I- IW12)Pst = w*pa--l,t + UP&t--l + Ps-1,t-1+ U:Jut, (I.31 
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whereas P is a solution of (1.2) if and only if 
-2ri(w - m*)pgt = 27rip,_,,, -2Mp,,t-I + u:lV,. (1.4) 
In both instances s, t = 1,. . . , n and it is understood that ps, = 0 as soon as 
either s or t fails to belong to (1,. . . , n). 
The matrix equation (1.1) has a unique solution if w E T. The solution 
corresponding to the particular choice w = 0, 
. . . 
hf, . . . h;_, ) I 
and p = h,,/Z is the Toeplitz matrix P with entries pS, = h,_,, s, t = 1,. . . , n. 
Similarly (1.2) has a unique solution if o E R. On the other hand, if 
w = 0, 
1 0 *.. 0 2z-hl ... 2ah,_, 1 ’ 
then (1.2) has infinitely many solutions P all of which are Hankel matrices 
with entries pSt = h,+,_l, s,t = I,..., n, where h, ,..., h,_, are specified as 
above and h,, . . . , h,, are arbitrary. 
The preceding two examples exhibit Toeplitz and Hankel matrices as 
special cases of the general class of (w,a,V, U, J) chain matrices. In both 
instances the matrix J which intervened was unitarily equivalent to the 
signature matrix 
I,,=[; -;I. 
It turns out, as we shall show in Section 7, that the Iohvidov law for the 
Toeplitz [the Hankel] matrix is in fact valid for every (w,a,V, tJ, J) chain 
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matrix with o e 8 [o E a] and any 2 X 2 signature matrix J. In fact, in the 
present setting, in contrast to the Hermitian cases treated in [3], it is only the 
size of the J which is relevant, and we could dispense with the J entirely by 
absorbing it into either the V or the U *. For the precise statements see 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. 
Just as in [9] and [3], let us define the T [R] displacement rank of a matrix 
P with respect to Z,, as the rank of the matrix 
P - ( Z,*) *l?z,* [PZ,*-(z,*)*P]. 
This definition of “a displacement rank’ is consistent with the definition 
introduced by Kailath, Kung, and Morf [I31 when a = T (though their 2 is 
our Z* and they work mostly with o = 0), and similar to the definition used 
by Heinig and Rost [ll] h w en a = R. It is readily seen that if the 8 
displacement rank of a matrix P with respect to Z,, is equal to m, then P is 
an (w,a,V, U, J) chain matrix for some choice of U and V E CmX” with 
rank U = rank V = m. Conversely, if P is a (w, a, V, U, J) chain matrix for some 
choice of U and V E CmXn, then the 8 displacement rank of P with respect 
to Z,, is equal to 
rank( U *JV ) <rank J=m. 
Connections between the displacement rank of non-Hermitian matrices and 
(more elaborate) chain matrices are discussed in [9]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2 and 3 we present some 
preliminary material on finite dimensional vector spaces V = V, X V, of pairs 
of vectors endowed with a sesquilinear form and on reproducing kernel 
spaces of this sort, respectively. In Section 4 we introduce a special class of 
(finite dimensional) reproducing kernel spaces L = -k;. X d’R of pairs of 
m x 1 vector valued rational functions wherein: 
(I) LL and LB are invariant with respect to the generalized backward 
shift 
(R,f)(h) = f(*j-J) 
(for cr in the domain of analyticity of f), 
(2) L is endowed with a sesquilinear form [ , I&, 
(3) the form is subject to the identity (4.3) [(4.4)1 if 8 = T [a = RI, and 
(4) the form is nondegenerate. 
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We shall show that conditions (I)-(4) characterize reproducing kernel spaces 
with reproducing kernels [there are two: a “left” one KfS(h) and a “right” 
one K:(A)] of the form 
KL(h) = J- UL(~).w,(~)* 
0 
P"(h) 
= K;(o)*, 
where U, and U, are rational m X m matrix valued functions, J is a 
signature matrix, and p,(h) is defined in Table 1 at the end of this section. 
When -kL = JR and the sesquilinear form is Hermitian, then we take 
U, = Us and the theory reduces to a finite dimensional version (but with 
indefinite inner product) of the theory introduced by de Branges [7]. The 
latter is explained in more detail in [3]. 
In Section 5 we study the structure of finite dimensional spaces A?= 
LL x AR of m x 1 vector valued rational functions which are only subject to 
the first three of the conditions itemized above. We shall refer to such spaces 
as isfi spaces, They are the analogue in the present setting of the i3 spaces 
which were introduced in [3], wherein LL = Aa and the sesquilinear form 
was taken to be Hermitian. 
In Section 6 we show that every (w, a, V, U, J) chain matrix is the Gram 
matrix of an isfi space and use this identification to prove that the Schur 
complement of an invertible upper left hand r X r comer of an n X n 
(w,a,V, U,J) chain matrix with U and V in Cmx” is an (w,a, Y, X,J) chain 
matrix with X and Y in @mX(“--r). Since every n X n matrix is an (0, a, V, U, J) 
chain matrix for some choice of U and V in Cmxn with m equal to the 8 
displacement rank of the matrix, this provides an independent proof of the 
fact that the 8 displacement rank of the Schur complement is no larger than 
the a displacement rank of the initial matrix. The results of Section 6 are 
then used in Section 7 to show that the Iohvidov law [12] for an n X n 
Toeplitz [Hankel] matrix is valid for any (o,a,V, U,J) chain matrix with 
w e a [w E a] when J is 2 x 2, or equivalently when the 8 displacement rank 
of the given matrix with respect to Z,, is equal to two and w e 8 [w E a]. 
More precisely, Theorem 7.1 [Theorem 7.21 is the generalization of Theorem 
15.6 [Theorem 11.71 of Iohvidov [12] (though our usage of the symbol k is 
different from his). Some variations on the main theme are discussed briefly 
in Section 8. 
Finally some words on notation: The symbols C, @jxk, and R will denote 
the complex numbers, the space of complex j X k matrices, and the real 
numbers, respectively, whereas @j is short for Cjx ‘; C, [C_ ] stands for the 
open upper [lower] half plane, T for the unit circle, D for its interior 
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(D={AEa=:lAl<l}), and IE for its exterior with respect to the extended 
complexplane~=CU{~},)lE={AE~:1<Jh~~~}). 
If A is a set, then Adenotes its closure. If A is a matrix or operator, then 
A* stands for its adjoint with respect to the standard inner product unless 
indicated otherwise. 
As indicated earlier, the symbol [ , ] d enotes a sesquilinear form, i.e., it is 
linear in the first entry and conjugate linear in the second. 
If A and I3 are subspaces of a vector space C, then A i B stands for a 
direct sum decomposition, i.e., A n B = (0). 
Just as in [l] and [8], we shall adopt a flexible notation which permits us 
to treat problems in D and problems in a=+ more or less simultaneously by 
using A+ to denote either II3, or C, and then invoking Table 1. 
The symbol J will always denote a signature matrix, i.e., a constant 
m x m invertible matrix which is self-adjoint and unitary with respect to the 
standard inner product in Ctn, and 
0 
I,, = k _ I 
[ I . 4 
If G is a matrix, then pa(G) stands for the dimension of the null space of 
G, whereas GIjl stands for the upper left hand j X j comer of G. If 
&=&4LxLR is a finite dimensional vector space equipped with a 
sesquilinear form, then ,uO(d) is taken equal to p,,(G) for any Gram matrix 
G. The latter is computed via the sesquilinear form, as is spelled out in more 
detail in Section 2. The definition is meaningful because the number pa(G) 
is independent of the choice of the bases. 
TABLE 1 
A. D c, 
f,(A) 1-/h* - 2774h - w*1 
a T Iw 
0’ 1/w* w* 
F’(w) F(d)* = F(l/w*)* F(d)* = F(o*)* 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V, and V, be two vector spaces over the complex numbers. 
A complex valued function [x, y] on V, X V, is said to be a sesquilinear form 
if it is 
(1) linear in x for each fixed y E V,, and 
(2) conjugate linear in y for each fixed x E V, (i.e., 
for every choice of yi, yZ E V, and ol, ~ys E G). 
A typical example of a sesquilinear form on a pair of finite dimensional 
spaces is obtained by choosing V, = C”, V, = C” and setting 
[q/l=y*~ 
for some m X n matrix A. Notice that even if m = n, 
[x,yl* + [YGI 
unless A = A*. 
We shall refer to a pair of vector spaces V, and V, (over C) endowed 
with a sesquilinear form [ , ] as an sf space. We shall say that V = V, X V, is 
finite dimensional if both V, and V, are finite dimensional. The theory of 
finite dimensional sf spaces with V’ = V, is presented in Mal’cev [14]. More 
general cases are discussed in Ginzburg and Iohvidov [lo] and Aronszajn [4]. 
A pair of elements (x, y) in an sf space V = V, X V, is said to be 
orthogonal with respect to the form [ , ] if 
[x,yl=o. (2.1) 
More generally, a subspace W, of V, will be said to be orthogonal to a 
subspace W, of V, if (2.1) h o s Id f orevery x=W, andevery yEWa.The 
subspaces 
W~ll=(yEV,:[x,y]=Oforevery r EWJ 
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will be referred to as the orthogonal companions of the subspaces W, and 
W, respectively. 
The sf space W = W, X W, will be termed left nondegenerate if no 
nonzero vector in W, is orthogonal to all of W,. It will be termed right 
nondegenerate if no nonzero vector in W, is orthogonal to every vector in 
w,. If xi ,...) xj [yi ,...) yk] is a basis for W, [W,], then we shall refer to the 
k x j matrix G with st entry 
gs, = h YJ t=l,..., j, s=l,..., k, 
as the Gram matrix for W = W, X W, (with respect to the given bases). It is 
readily checked that 
p,,(G) = dimW, n WkL1, 
pa(G*) = dimW, n Wi’]. 
and hence that W is left [right] nondegenerate if and only if p,,(G) = 0 
[&G*) = 01. If dim W, = dim W,, then W is left nondegenerate if and only 
if W is right nondegenerate. If W is both left and right nondegenerate, then 
we shall simply say that W is nondegenerate. 
When W, = W,, V, = V, and the form [ , ] is Hermitian, the preceding 
definitions coincide with the classical definitions of orthogonality and nonde- 
generacy in indefinite inner product spaces; see e.g. Bognar [6]. It is then 
well known (see e.g. p. 26 of [6]) that a finite dimensional nondegenerate 
subspace is orthocomplemented. The next theorem is the analogue of this 
result in the present setting. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let W = W, X W, be a finite dimensional sf subspace of 
the sf space V = V, X V, such that W is nondegenerate. Then dim W, = dim Wa 
and V, and V, admit the direct sum decompositions 
VL=WL-!-WALl and V,=W,iWL’l. 
Proof. Let xi ,..., xj [yl ,..., ykl be a basis for W, [W,l, and let G 
denote the corresponding Gram matrix. By the preceding discussion k = j 
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and G is invertible, since W is assumed to be nondegenerate. Let ySYst denote 
the st entry of G-l, and for any x E V, define 
cvLX = i "&tst[x~Ytl. (2.2) 
s,t=l 
Then it is readily checked that PwL is a projection (i.e. p&L = Pw,) of V, 
onto W, and that 
Thus the self-evident 
x - PWLX E wp. 
formula 
x = P,x +(x - P+) 
exhibits the fact that 
The assumption that W is nondegenerate guarantees that W, n WA,‘] = (0) 
and hence that the indicated sum is direct, as needed. 
The second assertion is proved in much the same way with the help of 
the projection 
k 
p,Y= c [xs~Yl*YsTYt 
s,t=l 
(2.3) 
of V, onto Wa. n 
3. REPRODUCING KERNEL SPACES 
We shall say than an sf space J = -k; X ~?a of pairs of m X 1 vector 
valued functions which are defined in a set fl is an rksf space if there exist a 
pair of m X m matrix valued functions K:(h) and K:(A) defined on0 x R 
such that for every choice of w E a, 0 E Cm, f E ../ZL, and g E JR, 
(1) Kku belongs to AL, 
(2) Kzv belongs to As, 
(3) [f, Kfvl, = u*f(w), and 
(4) [K:v, glp = g(o)*u. 
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The rk in rksf stands for reproducing kernel, and the pair (KE, KE) will be 
termed the reproducing kernel pair. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k = -k;. X AR be an rksf space. Then the reproduc- 
ing kernel pair (Kk, Kz) is unique, and 
K:(P)* = K;(d (3.1) 
for every choice of (Y and p in CL 
Proof. Clearly 
v*K;(P)u= [K ,L~,K;v]~=v*K;(cx)*u 
for every choice of u, v in C” and (Y, p in a. This proves that 
K:(P) = K;(a)* 
for every choice of (Y and p in a. 
Suppose next that (ML, Mf) is a second reproducing pair for the underly- 
ing space. Then, by the preceding argument with ML in place of Kk, it 
follows that 
M;(P) = K;(a)* = K:(P). 
Therefore, since also 
just as before, the proof is complete. W 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k = A?~ x kfi be an sf space of pairs of m X 1 
vector valued functions which are defined in a set Cl, and let If,, . . .,f,] 
Hg ,, . . . , gk}] be a basis fm A’;, [.JR 1. Then JZ is an rksf space if and only if 
k = n and the Gram matrix G with zj entry 
gij=[fi>gi]Jv i,j=l ,...,n, 
is invertible. 
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In this instance the associated reproducing kernel pair is then given by the 
fOrnZUh 
Ki(h) = t fi(A)Y*jgj(o)* (3.2) 
i,j=l 
and 
KZ(A) = iI gj(A)Y$f;:(o)*, (3.3) 
i,j=l 
where yij denotes the ij entry of G - ‘. 
Proof. Suppose first that .L = +LL x JR is an rksf space, and let 
f E AL be orthogonal to &a. Then 
[f,K:v],=v*f(w)=O 
for every choice of v E Cm and w E R. Therefore J-Z is not left degenerate. 
Nor is it right degenerate. Therefore p,,(G) = I.L~(G*) = 0. This proves that 
k = n and that G is invertible. 
Conversely, if k = n and G is invertible, then it is readily checked by 
direct calculation that the formulas (3.2) and (3.3) define a reproducing 
kernel pair for the given space. m 
4. -w(U,,U,) SPACES 
In this section we shall characterize the finite dimensional rksf spaces of 
pairs of m X 1 vector valued functions with “left” kernel Kk of the special 
form 
KL(A) _ J - w)JQlb)* 
w - P,(A) ’ (4.1) 
where J is an m X m signature matrix and U, and U, are m X m matrix 
valued rational functions such that 
%(A)J4?(A) = J (4.2) 
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at every point A E @ in the common domain of analyticity of U, and Uz. We 
shall refer to a reproducing kernel pair space with a kernel of this special 
form as a Z(U,, U,> space. It turns out that the characterization of such 
spaces is a reasonably straightforward generalization of the fundamental work 
of de Branges [7], who was the first to study such spaces in the special case 
that U, = U, is J inner with respect to the upper half plane and p,(h) = 
- 2ri(A - o*). His results, supplemented by a technical improvement due 
to Rovnyak [15], were adapted to the disc by Ball [5]. A unified approach to 
both cases may be found in [l]; the generalization from the Hilbert space 
setting treated by de Branges and Ball to Pontryagin spaces may be found 
in [23. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let .A? = A?;, x AR be a finite dimensional rksf space of 
pairs of m x 1 vector valued functions which are analytic in some nonempty 
open subset R of C, and suppose that 
(1) both -k;. and dR are R, invariant for every choice of (Y E Cl, and 
(2) one of the following two identities -_(4.3) [(4.4)] if p,(A) = 1 - Ao* 
[p,(A)= -2&A - w*)]-holds: 
= g(P)*.lf(~>, (4.3) 
=2e(P)*Jf(a) (4.4) 
fm every choice of CY, /3 in a, f E AL, and g E LE. 
Then J? is a GV(U,, U,) space with rational elements. Moreouer , U, and 
U, are rational and are uniquely determined by ..L? up to right multiplicative 
constant m X m matrix factors C, and C, which are subject to the constraint 
CL/C,* = J. 
Conversely, if an rksf space A? = A?; X AR of pairs of m X 1 vector 
valued functions &fined in a nonempty open set n c C is a SY( U,, U,) space 
with U, and U, rational, and if R, denotes the largest open subset of C 
which is closed under reflection about 8 and in which both U, and U, are 
analytic, then A? is finite dimensional with rational elements which are 
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analytic in R,, dim JL = dim -kR, and (1) and (2) hold for every choice of 
cu,pin Q,, f E”kL, andgEdR. 
Proof. Suppose first that (1) and (2) hold. Then the R, invariance 
implies that both LL and AR consist of chains of rational functions (see 
Theorem 5.2 of [2]) and hence, if fi, . . . ,f, [g,, . . . , g,] is a basis built out of 
such chains that the elements of AL [&a] are analytic except for at most n 
points in @. Let fi, denote the largest open subset of C which is closed 
under reflection about a and which excludes the poles of fl,. . . , f,, and 
g,,..., g,. The formulas 
KE(A) = 5 fiCh)YijgjCo)* 
i,j=l 
and 
co(A) = 2 dA)Yj3-d4* 
i,j=l 
guarantee that K;(A) and K:(A) are analytic (in the variable A) in R, for 
every choice of o E a&. Moreover, it is readily checked that both -k;. and 
-JR are R, invariant for every choice of LY E fi2, and that by analytic 
continuation the two identities in (2) are valid for every choice of (Y and p 
in a,. 
Now let 
f=KE& and g=K,Rv 
for some choice of w, y in fiJ and 5, r] in C”. Then 
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Then, upon fixing (Y = p Ean fi, and setting N,,,(A) = p,(A)KE(A), the 
identity (4.3) [(4.4)] is readily seen to reduce to 
if p,(A) = 1 - Am* [ - 27ri(A - w*)], where 
and 
U,(A) = J - dA)K,L(A) 
U,(A) =J-P,(A)K,R(A). 
This proves that K:(A) admits a representation of the advertised form with 
U, and Ua rational. The last two formulas also clearly display the fact that U, 
and U, are analytic in R,. However, the choice of U, and Ua made here 
depends upon the point (Y. Because of the uniqueness of the kernel K:(A) it 
follows that if V,,V, is a second such pair, i.e., if 
K;(A) = 
I--V,(A)_W,(w)* 
P,(A) ’ 
then 
U,(A).%(w)* =Vr,(A)JV,(w)* 
and hence that 
V,(A)-‘U,(A).!= lV,(~)*(%b)*~ -’ 
for every choice of A and w in fi J; the requisite invertibility follows from 
(4.2). This proves that both sides of the last equality are equal to an 
invertible constant matrix C and hence that 
and 
u,(A) = V,(A)CJ 
Ua( A) = Va( A)JC*-‘. 
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To finish, let C, = CJ and C, = JC*-‘. This completes the proof in one 
direction. 
Now suppose conversely that JZ = -k;. X JR is a Z’(U,, CJ,) space with 
U, and U, rational. We proceed in steps. 
STEP 1. The vector spaces 
ML = {finite sums of KE[:w E O,, 5 E c”‘) 
and 
MR = {finite sums of K:t : w E a,, 5 E C”‘} 
are finite dimensional subspaces of JL and AR, respectively. The elements 
of A$, and MR are rational and analytic in R,. 
Proof of Step 1. To begin with, it is readily checked that for any point 
WEfl”, 
K;(h) = 
i 
w 4 - UL( A) 
P,(A) 1 WC1 
where c, =w* if a=%and c,=2& if a=lR. Thus 
Since U, is rational, it can be expressed in the form 
P(A) 
U,(A) = - 
9(A) ’ 
(4.5) 
where P is an m X m matrix polynomial and 9 is a scalar polynomial which 
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is not identically zero. Thus 
which clearly sits inside the finite dimensional space of rational functions of 
the form x(A)/q(A), where x(A) is an m X 1 vector polynomial of degree 
less than max{maximal column degree of P, degree ~1. This proves that ML 
is finite dimensional. The elements of ML are analytic in fi, because K:(A) 
is analytic (as a function of A) in R, for every w E CL, by (4.5). The proof 
for Ia goes through in much the same way. 
STEP 2. The sf space M= ML X MB endowed with [ , 1, is an rksf 
space with reproducing kernel pair (K E, K ,“I, and this is a nondegenerate 
finite dimensional subspace of JZ with dim ML = dim Ma. 
Proof of Step 2. The fact that N is a finite dimensional rksf space is 
immediate from Step 1. The rest is self-evident, since an rksf space is 
automatically nondegenerate. 
STEP 3. A’= JZ. 
Proof of Step 3. By Theorem 2.1, 
Thus every f E -k;. can be written as 
fL = gL + hL 
with g, E ML and h L E Jyd I I. Therefore 
T*fL(w) = [fL’G& 
= [gL,K:S]k+[hL>K:S]& 
= t*gL(@)+o 
for every w E R n R, and 5 E Cm. This proves that fL = g, on Cl n 0, 
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and hence permits us to extend fL to all of R, and to identify A?” with 
ML. The proof that ~?a = J& goes through in much the same way. 
STEP 4. -k;. and AR are R, invariant fm every choice of LY E 0,. 
Proof of Step 4. In view of the preceding steps, every f in ~2’~ can be 
expressed as a finite sum of the form 
f = I? KE,!fj 
j=l 
for some choice of wj E fir, and tj E Cm. Thus, in order to prove the first 
assertion, it suffices to show that R,Kkt belongs to AL for every choice of 
(Y and w in 0” and 5 in Cm. But this is self-evident from the evaluation 
where (as before) c, = o* if 8 = T and c, = 2d if a = R, and the formulas 
in Step 1. 
The proof that Aa is R, invariant for every (Y E 0, is similar. W 
STEP 5. The identities (4.3) and (4.4) hold for every choice of (Y and p 
in R,. 
Proof of Step 5. In view of Steps 1, 2, and 3 it suffices to verify the 
identities for 
f=Kit and g=K:q 
for every choice of CO, p in R, and t, q in Cm. But now, as 
(R&(A) = $&g(A) -c~,K~(A)IUA(B)/U~(~)*~), 
P 
the asserted identity drops out by straightforward computation. n 
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We remark that if &= AL X -ka is a %(iJ,, U,) space with U, and Ua 
rational, then the sets R, and flu which were introduced in the statement 
and the proof of the preceding theorem are really the same. The justification 
rests largely on the formulas (3.2) and (4.1) for the reproducing kernel and 
the identification of d with the space JV defined in Steps 1 and 2 of the 
proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf J? = -kL X La is a finite dimensional J’(U,, U,) 
space, then : 
(1) JZL = spanIR,UJ: (Y E R,, 5 E C”} = span(KE[: w E a,, 5 E Cm). 
(2) Aa = span{R,UaS : ff E R,, 5 E Cm} = span(Kffc : 0 E Cl,, 5 E CnL}. 
(3) deg U, = dim LL = deg U, = dim La, in which deg stands for the 
McMillan degree. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are established in Steps l-3 of the proof of Theorem 
4.1; the equality between the two sets indicated in each statement follows 
from (4.5). (3) is established much as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 of [2]. 4 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf & = -k;. X -k; is a finite dimensional A’( U,, Us) 
space, then there is a one to one correspondence between the minimal 
factorizations of U, and the nondegenerate isj which are isometrically 
included in Z(U,, U, ). 
Proof. The proof is easily adapted from the proof of Theorem 5.7 of [2]. 
We omit the details because the result is not needed in the sequel. W 
5. ISFI SPACES 
In this section we shall develop the proper analogue of the theory of i3 
spaces which was presented in Section 3 of [3] for the present more general 
setting. Roughly speaking, this amounts to a theory of i3 spaces of pairs of 
vector valued functions, which we have already referred to as isfi spaces. To 
recapitulate, we shall say that the space A = -k;. X &n in which A” and 
_kk are vector spaces of m X 1 vector valued functions which are analytic in 
some open nonempty subset IR of C is an isfi space if 
(1) -k;, and &a are both R, invariant for every (Y E R, and 
(2) & is equipped with a sesquilinear folm [ , 1, which is subject to 
the 
(3) identity (4.3) [(4.4)] if 8 = U [a = [WI. 
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In view of Theorem 4.1, a finite dimensional isfi space is a x/(U,, V,) 
space if and only if it is nondegenerate. 
We shall say that an isfi space Y= FL x FB is isometrically included 
inside an isfi space &= -k;, x dR if v c A? (as sets) and 
for every choice of f E YL and g E YR. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let TV’= YL x 9” be a X(U,, U,) space which is 
isometrically included in the finite dimensional isfi space A? = kL x An, and 
let 
Then the space JI/= ML X ~9’~ is an isfi space with respect to the sesquilin- 
ear form 
b,4/v = DJLutuR~l,. (5.1) 
Moreover, 
(5.2) 
and 
cLd-4 = FdJy). (5.4) 
Proof. Just as before, let R, denote the largest subset of C which is 
closed under reflection about 6’ and excludes the poles of the functions in -k;. 
and Aa. The proof proceeds in steps. 
STEP 1. Both IL and JyR are R, invariant for every choice of 
CYEn,. 
Proof of Step 1. Let h E JyL. Then, since R,U,v belongs to FL for 
cr E fi, and 0 E C” by Theorem 4.2 [the key is really (4.511, 
U,Rah = R,(U,hE) - (WMh(~) (5.5) 
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clearly belongs to -kL. It remains to show that 
[U,R,h,bl,=[R,(U,h),b],-[(R,U,)h(Lu),b], 
vanishes for every b E 3”v,. We shall do this by evaluating each of the terms 
on the right separately. 
First, since 3”v, is both R, invariant and orthogonal to U,JI/,, it follows 
easily from (4.3) and (4.4) with p = (Y’ that 
where 
(5.7) 
On the other hand, with the help of (4.5) with o = or, it is readily checked 
that 
ULQ(N = dJC,(AMMo) (5.31 
and hence that 
[UVJLM~)JJl, = d,@‘)*l%(+(o). (5.91 
This completes the proof that ML is R, invariant. The proof for JR goes 
through in much the same way. n 
STEP 2. The space N endowed with the sesquilinear form [ , lM which 
is defined in (5.1) satisfies the identities (4.3), (4.4) for every choice of a and 
/3 in R,. 
Proof of Step 2. 
Then, by (5.51, 
since (R,U,)f(a)E 
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and 
By (5.5) (adapted to U,RPg) and (5.6), the last formula can be reexpressed 
as 
= [R,(Yf)J$(r;,d], 
Suppose now that a = R. Then, since F = U, f belongs to -k;. and 
G = U,g belongs to ka, it follows from (4.4) and the preceding evaluations 
that 
[R,f,gl,-[f,RBg],-(cu-B*)[R,f,Rpg], 
=[R,F,G],-[F,R,G],-(cw-P*)[R,F,R,G], 
This proves that (4.4) holds in J#’ with respect to its sesquilinear form also. 
Much the same sort of argument serves to dispose of (4.3). W 
STEP 3. The sum decompositions (5.2) and (5.3) are direct,and (5.4) 
holds. 
Proof of Step 3. The first two claims are immediate from Theorem 2.1. 
The rest is a straightforward calculation based on (5.1) and the definitions of 
JyL and J’a. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let y= yL X yR, A=AL X kR, U,, U,, JI/,, and 
NR be as in T&or-em 5.1, and suppose thatf, ,..., f, [gl ,..., g,l is a basis 
fm A?‘;. [AHI such thutf, ,..., fk [gl ,..., gkl is a basis for 3"v, [3”v,l. Let P 
denote the n x n matrix with ij enty equal to [fj, gilp. Then: 
(1) The k x k matrix A with aj entry 
aij=[fj9gi],, i,j=l k, >..., 
is invertible. 
(2) The set of functions 
j=k+l , . . . , n, is a basis fm IL. 
(3) The set of functions 
j=k+l ,..., n, isabasisfor MR. 
(4) The(n-k)x(n-k)matrixEwithgenty 
eij=[fil>g~]~, i,j=l ,...,n-k, 
is the Schur complement of A with respect to P, i.e., zf P is expressed in the 
block form 
PEA B 
[ 1 C D’ 
then E = D - C*A-‘B. 
Proof. The proof is easily adapted from the proof of Theorem 8.2 of [2] 
[once the misprint is fixed: the term @-‘Its should be replaced by (P-‘I,,, 
where P denotes the upper left hand k X k block of P which is here denoted 
by Al. n 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let y= yL X yR, A? = -k;. X dR, U,, U,, XL, and 
J@‘~ be as in Theorem 5.1, and let CY be a point in the domain of analyticity of 
both LL and LR. Then, for any f E -k;. [ g E LR], there exists a unique 
choiceofhExL [~EJ&] and fj E YL [ gj E Ya] such that 
(R, - t,,z)jf = fj + u,( R, - wZ)‘h 
and 
(R, - wZ)‘g = gj + u,( z-t, - oZ)‘k 
fmj = O,l,... . 
Proof. The proof is easily adapted from the proof of Theorem 3.4 
of [3]. n 
We turn next to the problem of isometrically embedding a finite dimen- 
sion isfi space L = -k;. X =LR in a Z(U,, U,) space. We first establish a 
preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. ktwL=c/ZLx~B b e a ani Q f t d imensional isfi space, and 
suppose that g = v/p, belongs to AR [LJ for some choice of v E C” and 
o E c. Then 
[f7gl.&=v*JfW [respectively, [g,f I& =f(w)*Jv] 
fm every choice off E -kL [kR] which is analytic at w. 
Proof. We shall carry out the proof for f E AL and g E AR only. The 
other case is similar. 
To begin with, it is readily checked that 
if A+=D, 
if A+=C+. 
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Thus if A+ = D, the left hand side of (4.3), with LY = w and p + o’, reduces 
to 
and hence leads readily to the desired result, since the right hand side of 
(4.3) is equal to 
u*Jf(w) 
g(P)*J.(w) = pp(w) * 
The proof for A+ = C, goes through in much the same way via (4.4). w 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A? = -k;, X AR be a finite dimensional isfi space 
with dim -k;. = dim An. Then there exists a X( U,, U,) space Y’= WL x TR 
such that 
(1) k sits isometrically inside XCU,, U,), 
(2) dim YL = dim -k;. + /+,(A). 
Moreover, if L is isometrically included in any other A’( V,, V,) space 
F” = FL’ X 31y,‘, then 
Proof. If pa(k) = 0, then, by Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 with J? = Y, (1) 
and (2) are clearly met. Suppose therefore that /..~a(/) > 0. Then k” and 
La admit a direct sum decomposition of the form 
where 
and “k;L x Vk;R is nondegenerate. Next, choose a nonzero element f 1 g I in 
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A?,,~ [JoA] and a point w [/A] such that f(w) z 0 [g(p) Z 01 and p,(p) Z 0. 
Then there exists a pair of vectors u and u in C” such that u*Jf(w) # 0 and 
u*Jg(p) + 0. Let h = u/p, and k = u /pp. Now, if h E A?~ [k E AL], then 
on the one hand 
LfJd,=o [respectively, [f, glA = 01, 
since f E “kbL. [g E AOal, w h ereas on the other, by Lemma 5.1, 
and 
[k, de = .d~cL)*Ju + 0.
Thus kl.dL and hEkR. 
Let 
A!i=&?aispan ” 
i I 
, 
P” 
and A’ = A?; X -k;; endowed with the sesquilinear form [ , I&“, where 
and 
Since the indicated sums are direct, these rules (extended by linearity) 
suffice to define [ , lr on all of A?‘. It is readily checked that J’, endowed 
with this sesquilinear form, is an isfi space which contains A?, and hence also 
the nondegenerate isfi space AIL X AIR, isometrically. 
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Now let 
where pr. [ PR] is the projection of -k;: onto klL [Ai onto kIRl which is 
defined by (2.2) [(2.3)1, and let 
ML={f~~,,L:~*Jf(~)=O} and MR={gEAOR:U*Jg(p)=O}. 
Then clearly 
and 
-k;: = -k;. i span{ u / p,} 
=-k;. ispan 
Similarly, 
Thus the Gram matrix for LL X di for any pair of bases of A?L and &?i 
respectively whose elements are grouped according to the indicated splitting 
must be of the form 
A 
G'=O [ 
0 0 
0 0  0, 1 c 
where 
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Since A and C are both invertible, this proves that 
After a finite number of such iterations we reach the desired result. 
The proof of the final assertion is just the same as the proof of the 
corresponding fact in Theorem 3.5 of [3]. n 
6. CHAINS AND CHAIN MATRICES 
The purpose of this section is to clarify the links between (w,J,V, U,J) 
chain matrices and isfi spaces. As in [3], we follow the notation of [9] and 
define the chain of m X 1 vector valued functions fi, . . . , f, as the columns of 
the matrix 
[fi .** f”] = V@,,,> (6.1) 
where o E C, V E Cmx”, 
P O,O 
0 
CD=. 
OJ,” 1. 0 
and the functions 
‘PO.1 
cp 0.0 
0 
1 
A’ 
P,(A)‘+’ 
if 
%,~(A) = 
(-27ri)’ if 
P”(A)j” 
. . . 
(Po,n-11 
. . . cp o,n--2 
. > 
: 1 (6.2) . . . 'plU.0 
p,(A) = l- Aw*, 
p,(A) = -27ri(A - o*). 
(6.3) 
Similarly we define the chain of m X 1 vector valued functions g,, . . , g, as 
the columns of the matrix 
where U E Cmx”. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Letf,, . . .,f, [gl,.. ., g,] be speci$ed by (6.1) I(6.411 fbr 
so7ne given choice of w E C and V [U I in CmXn, and let 
p = [PJ s,t=l,..., n, 
be a given matrix. Let 
“k;.=sp~{fl,...,fn} and Js=sPa(g,t...,g”]. 
Then the space & = -k;. x -k;( endowed with the sesquilinear fm 
is an isfi space if and only if P is an (~,a, V, U,]) chain matrix (where w, V, 
and u are as above and J is as in the identity (4.31, (4.4)). 
Proof. When 8 = T [a = [WI, the proof is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 [Theorem 4.11 of [9] with p = w even though the latter are 
written in the framework of indefinite Hermitian inner products. n 
With the help of Theorem 6.1 we can now clarify the connections 
between isfi spaces and (0, a, V, U, J) c h ain matrices. The proofs of the next 
two theorems are similar to the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of [3] and will 
therefore be omitted. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that in the setting of Theorem 5.2 the basis 
{f,, . . . , f”] of-k;. Kg,,..., g,} of Ls] is given by (6.1) [(6.4)]. Then there 
exist a pair of matrices Y and X in Cmx(n-k) with nonzero first columns such 
that 
f,-k] = y(a,,n-k 
and 
[gi ... &i-k] = x@,,“_,. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let P be an (~,a, V, U, J) chain matrix based on the 
m X n matrices V and U, and suppose that P,,,, the r X r upper lef hand 
corner of P, is invertible for some choice of r, 0 < r < n. Then the first 
columns of V and U are nonzero, and the Schur complement of IFP,,, is an 
(w,a,Y,X, J) chain matrix for some choice of Y and X in C*x(n-r) with 
nonzero first columns. 
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7. GENERAL IOHVIDOV LAWS 
In this section we shall show that the Iohvidov law for n X n Toeplitz 
[Hankel] matrices is valid for every (w,a,V, U,J) chain matrix with w e 6’ 
[w E a] when J is any 2 x 2 signature matrix and the first columns o 1 of V 
and ui of U are nonzero. 
We begin with the following elementary fact: 
LEMMA 7.1. Let J be a 2 ~2 signature matrix, and let u, v, and w be 
vectors in C2 such that u and v are nonzero, u*Jv = 0, and w *Jv = 0 
[w*Ju = 01. Then w = (YU [w = (uv] fm some choice of CY E @. 
Proof. This stems easily from the observation that the pair {u, Jv} 
[{]u, v)] is an orthogonal basis for C2. n 
THEOREM 7.1. Let P be a singular n X n (w, a, V, U, J) chain matrix fm 
some choice of V and U in Cm Xn with nonzero first columns and o e a. 
Suppose further that J is any 2 X 2 signature matrix, and let 
r= 
max( j : P, jI is invertible] if the indicated set is nonempty, 
0 otherwise, 
P 
Q= 
if r=O, 
the Schur complement of P,,, if r z 0, 
k x k = the size of the largest all zero block in the upper lef hand corner of 
the matrix Q = [9stl, 
lr=max(t:q,,=q,,= ... =91t=O}, 
lc=max(s:q,,=q2,= **- =9sl=O}, 
l=max{l,,l,)-k. 
Then 
1 = IL - l,l, 
n-r<Z,+Z,g2(n-r), (7.1) 
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rank PL,+jl - rank P,,, 
jbr j=l,...,k, 
fbr j=k+l,..., k+l $121, (7.2) 
fir j=k+Z,...,n-r. 
Proof The proof follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.1 of 
[3]. The extra complications arise because either the first row or the first 
column of Q (but not both) may have a string of successive zeros which is 
longer than k. 
Suppose first that r > 0. Then, by Theorem 6.3, Q is an (o,a,Y, X,J) 
chain matrix for some choice of m X(n - r) matrices X =[xl * * * x,-,1 
[respectively, Y = [ y1 . * * y,_,]] with nonzero first column x1 [respectively, 
yl]. Moreover, the Schur complement of P,,, with respect to P’l,+jl is equal 
to Q,,], and hence 
rankPIr+jl = rankP[,] + rankQLjl. 
Therefore, by the definition of T, Qil] = 0 and thus k >/ 1. If k = n - r, then 
(7.1) and (7.2) are self-evident. We shall suppose therefore that k < n - r 
and proceed in steps. 
STEP 1. If r > 0 and k < n - r, then at most one of the numbers 1 c and 1 r 
is strictly greater than k (the other is then automatically equal to k), and 
hence 1= II, - ZJ Moreover, qSt = 0 fw s = 1,. . .,I, and t = 1,. . ., 1,. 
Proof of Step 1. By the definition of I, [I,], we have qsl = 0 for 
s=l ,..., Zc[qlt=Ofor t=l,..., Z,], and therefore by (1.3) and (1.4) 
XFJY, -- 
qlt - p,( 0) ’ 
t=1,...,1+1,, 
X,*_lYl -- 
qsl - p,(w) ’ 
s=l ,...,1+ I,. 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
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In particular x1 and yr are nonzero vectors in C2 with x,*Jy, = 0 (since 
qrr = 0), and therefore, by Lemma 7.1, 
and 
r, = asrl> s = l,...,Z,, (7.5) 
Yt = Pt Yl) t =l,...,Z,, 
for some choice of constants (~r,. . . , aI, and pr,. . . , PI/ Thus 
(7.6) 
X,*./Y, = ~,*P,x:JYl= 0 (7.7) 
for s = 1,. . . , I, and t = 1,. . . , I,.. Therefore, if both I, > k and 1, > k, then 
Q tk+rl is a solution of an equation of the form (1.1) or (1.2), according as 
a = T or a = [w, with zero right hand side. Since w E 8, these equations are 
uniquely solvable by Qtk+rI = 0. This contradicts the definition of k. 
The remaining assertions are plain from the recursions and (7.3), (7.4) 
and (7.7). W 
STEP 2. Zf r > 0, k < n - r and zf v = 1, and 
where 1~ h < min(Z,, n - r - Z,), then 
if a=u, 
det Bh = 
Pllm” 
(wh*-hb3Sv+l/ 
. \h 
P,Wh2 
$ a= Iw 
(and hence B, is invertible). 
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Proof of step 2. Let 
with v = 1, as in Step 2. Then, by (7.51, the rows of E are all proportional to 
the top row of E, and hence the argument used to establish Step 2 in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 of [31 is applicable here also. n 
STEP 3. Zfr>O, k<n-randij-p=lI, and 
q&L+1,1 **- 
c,= : 
[ . qp+h,l -*- 
with h < min{Z,, n - r - Z,}, then 
if a=U, 
(and hence ch is invertible). 
Proof of Step 3. Let F denote the h X h matrix with entries xTJyj for 
i =F +l,..., p+h and j=l,..., h. Then, by (7.61, the columns of F are 
proportional to the first column. The rest goes through much as in Step 2. w 
STEP 4. Zf r > 0, then (7.1) holds. 
Proof of Step 4. Since 
l,+r <n and l,+r<n, 
the inequality I, + 1, < 2(n - r> is self-evident. It remains therefore to check 
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that n -r < 1, + I,.. Suppose to the contrary that 1, + 1, I n-r. Then we 
may choose h = 1, in Step 2 and h = 1, in Step 3 so that the matrix 
0 
Q 
&Xl, BL 
[L+bl= c, 
[ 1 * T 
is invertible. But this in turn implies that P’ir+l,+l,l is invertible, which 
contradicts the definition of r if r + 1, + 1, < n and contradicts the pre- 
sumed singularity of P if r + 1, + 1 r = n. w 
STEP 5. If r > 0, then (7.2) holds. 
Proof of Step 5. It is well known that 
rankPi,+jl -rankPi,] = rankQijl, 
which in turn is clearly equal to zero for j = 1,. . . , k. If 1, > 1 c = k, then 
0 
QIA = 
kx(j-k) Okxk 
‘j-k 
* 1 (7.8) 
for k + 1 Q j < l,, where Cj_k is invertible by Step 3. On the other hand, if 
1, > 1, = k, then 
QIjl = 
O(j-k)xk Bj-k 
Okxk 
* 1 (7.9) 
for k + 1~ j Q l,, where Bj_k is invertible by Step 2. It thus follows easily 
from (7.8) and (7.9) that 
rankQtjl = j - k for k<j<max(l,,l,}=l+k. 
But this is the same as the second line on the right in (7.2). 
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Suppose next that j > k + 1 and, for the sake of definiteness, that I, > 1, 
(i.e. k + I = I,). Then 
0 
Q[jl = 
[ 
l,X(j-l,) oZ,X(l,+Z,-j) Bj-l, 
‘j-Z, * * 1 
for j B 1,. Therefore, since Bj_l, and Cj_[, are invertible by Steps 2 and 3, 
rankQfjl = 2j - I, - I, 
= 2j -max{Zr,Z,) - k 
= 2( j - k) - I, 
which is same as the last line in (7.2) for r > 0. The cases 1, > I, and 
I, = 1, = k are treated in just the same way. W 
STEP 6. Ifr = 0, then (7.1) and (7.2) hold. 
Proof of Step 6. If r = 0 and k = n, then P = 0 and (7.1) and (7.2) are 
self-evident. On the other hand, if r = 0 and k < n, then all the preceding 
arguments hold for Q = P. n 
THEOREM 7.2. Let P be a singular n X n (0, a, V, U, J> chain matrix for 
some choice of V and U in Cmx n with nonzero first columns and o E a. 
Suppose further that J is any 2 X 2 signature matrix and that r and k are as in 
Theorem 7.1. Then 
n-r<Zk<Z(n-r), (7.10) 
and 
rank P,,, for j=l,...,k, 
rank Ptr+jl = 
rankPt,+k+r] +2(j-k-1) f&r j=k+Z,...,n-r, 
(7.11) 
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and either 
rankP[,+k+ 11 = rank P,,, + 2 (7.12) 
rank~I,+k+ll = rank P,,, + 1, (7.13) 
with the understanding that rankPi,] = 0. Zf (7.12) is in face, then the 
sharper bound (7.1) prevails. 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [3]. 
The main ingredient is the stability of (w, a, V, U, J) chain matrices under 
Schur complementation, as exhibited in Theorem 6.3. 
Let Q be defined as in Theorem 5.1. Then, by Theorem 6.3, Q is an 
(o,a,Y, X,1) chain matrix for some choice of X = Ix, . . . x,_,] and Y = 
[yr ..* y,_,] with nonzero first columns x1 and yr. The rest of the proof 
proceeds in steps, wherein we presume that k < n - r, since the theorem is 
self-evident if k = n - r. 
STEP 1. Zfr>O andk<n-r, thenxk*,l]yk+l=O. 
Proof of Step 1. Suppose first that 8 = T. Then, since w E a, the basic 
recursion (1.3) reduces to 
w*q,-1,t + w.v,t-1+ 4,-1,t-1= - X,*JY, (7.14) 
for s, t = 1,. , n - r, with the understanding that qst = 0 if either s = 0 or 
t = 0. Thus, in particular, 
and therefore 
XTJYt = - Vl,t-l> 
r:_Zy, = x1*_ZYk+l= 0. 
Similarly, the choice s = k + 1 and t = 1 in (7.14) leads to the auxiliary 
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conclusion that 
Therefore, by Lemma 7.1, xk+ 1 = oxI and so 
Xk*+l.hk+l = ff*X:bk+l = O, 
as needed. This completes the proof for a = U. The proof for a = R goes 
through in much the same way. W 
STEP 2. If r > 0 and k < n-r, then qk,k+l Z 0 if and only if qk+l,k + 0. 
Proof of Step 2. This is immediate from Step 1 for a = T upon setting 
s = t = k + 1 in (7.14) and invoking Step 1. The proof for 8 = R is sim- 
ilar. H 
STEP 3. If r > 0 and k < n - r and if 1 is a positive integer such that 
1 Q min{k, n - r - k}, then qr,k +j = 0 for s = 1, . . . , k - j, j = 1, . . . , 1. 
Proof of Step 3. The proof is much the same as the proof of Step 1 in the 
proof of Theorem 5.2 in [3]: you have only to replace u flu, by x,*Jy, 
throughout. n 
STEP 4. If r > 0 and k <n-r, then qk,k+l and qk+l,k+l are not both 
equal to zero. 
Proof of Step 4. If both are equal to zero, then in view of Step 3, Q[k+r] 
is equal to zero, which contradicts the choice of k. n 
STEP 5. Zf r > 0 and k < n - r, and if qk,k+l# 0, then (7.1), (7.111, and 
(7.12) hold 
Proof of Step 5. Fix I as in Step 3, and let B, [C,] be the 1 X 1 subblock 
of Q with lower left hand comer qk,k+ I and upper right hand comer 
qk_l+l,k+l [lower left hand comer qk+l,k_l+r and upper right hand comer 
qk+ I,k]. By Step 3 all the entries in B, [c,] which sit above the diagonal 
running from the two indicated comers are equal to zero, whereas the entries 
along the indicated diagonals are nonzero. (See the proof of Step 3 of 
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Theorem 5.1 of [3] for help with this if need be.) Thus B, and C, are 
invertible I x 2 matrices, and hence (7.11) and (7.12) must hold. Finally, (7.1) 
is established in the proof of Step 3 of Theorem 5.1 of [3]. W 
STEP 6. Ifr > 0, then (7.101, (7.111, and (7.13) hold. 
Proof of Step 6. By Step 4, qk+l,k+l # 0 and thus (7.13) holds. Next, 
with the help of Step 3 and Lemma 7.1, it is readily shown that all the entries 
in the 45” diagonal passing through qk+ I,k + 1 are nonzero and hence that 
(7.11) holds. The rest is proved just as in the proof of Step 4 in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2 of [3]. n 
STEP 7. The theorem is valid if r = 0 also. 
Proof of Step 7. You have only to redo the analysis of the preceding 
steps with Q = P. n 
8. VARIATIONS ON THE MAIN THEME 
In the preceding sections we have dealt with spaces & = -k;. x dR 
endowed with a sesquilinear form [ , lk. This short section is devoted to the 
observation that much of the analysis is valid for more general forms in 
which the second entry is linear with respect to an arbitrary field isomor- 
phism u. More precisely, a field isomorphism is a one to one mapping (T of 
C onto itself such that 
++P)=44+4P) (8.1) 
and 
for every choice of cr and p in C. It is readily checked via (8.1) and (8.2) that 
o(a) = cy for any real rational number (Y and that a(i) = k i for any field 
isomorphism a. 
The two main field isomorphisms of @ are the identity: a((~) = (Y, and 
conjugation: u(cw> = (Y*. These are easily characterized as the only continu- 
ous field isomorphisms of @, or alternatively as the only field isomorphisms 
which map [w onto [w, but there are many others. 
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A form [ , IA on -k;. X _&a is said to be a-linear (with respect to the 
field isomorphism o) if it is linear in the first entry and 
[f,q! + Phi, = +)[fd.e + aNfN.c~ 
Correspondingly the u adjoint A” of a p X 4 matrix A = [u,~] is the Q X p 
matrix with ij entry equal to o(aji). 
The previous analysis is easily adapted to the more general setting of 
vector spaces J = -k;. x JR of rational functions endowed with a a-linear 
form ] , I& where now, roughly speaking, all the adjoints are replaced by 
a-adjoints. 
Thus, in the list at the beginning of Section 3, items (3) and (4) are now 
changed to 
and 
and, in the identities (4.3) and (4.4) p* and g(p)* are replaced by a(P) and 
g(p)” respectively. 
Similarly, in (1.1) and (1.2) Z,,, (Z,,)*, and U* get replaced by Z,,,,, 
(Z,,,,)“, and U”, respectively. 
The special choice of o(a) = (Y* yields the results established in this 
paper. The choice u(o) = a! yields the corresponding development for 
bilinear forms. 
We wish to thank A. Dijksma for carefully reading both the present paper 
and its predecessor, and furnishing a useful list of comments and misprints. 
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